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Intuition and Intellect.
"The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have
created a society that honours the servant and has forgotten the gift.” Albert Einstein

1.

The Problem.
The intellect, which has a narrow viewpoint, dominates the Western
Mind. Most people live a half truth, or a lie, rather than their full passion and
purpose of who they are and what they came to contribute.
2. The Solution.
Our authentic,True Self evolves from intuition-inner guidance.TRUE
SELF is the foundation of Creativity, Success, and Fulfilment. There is no
better way to help a person than to bring them to a knowledge of themselves
and their Oneness with the creative power of the Universe.
3.
After over sixty years of unique, inspirational facilitation towards TRUE
SELF, I am skilled and qualified to teach, coach and encourage you on your
life journey. Thank you for opening my email letters and for giving yourself
time and attention as you transform. I believe in you.
“We are stardust. We are golden And we've got to get ourselves Back to the garden”
Joni Mitchell

Next week I start a series on S.I.M.P.L.E Subtle, Intuitive, Magnetic, Power of Love Energy.

True art is a spiritual discipline. True art is a new way to see the world.
As you make changes toward becoming more fully your true Self your co-creative
work becomes, quite organically, that of a cultural healer whose work and presence
heals and evolves people and the Earth.
Accept the responsibility of centering and of listening to the depths of yourself and
society, your deepest intuitions.
Art may then speak truth in colours, shapes, music, story.
Art may reveal the content of our collective memory.
Art may embody and prophecy the preverbal stages of new concepts that will
eventually change civilisation.
Art may begin in wonder and reveal the wisdom of ‘all in all.’ Spiritual co creation is
inclusive, joyous, courageous, celebratory, energising, open to diversity, playful,
compassionate, justice oriented, surprising, youthful and fresh.
It is ‘living water,’ a conduit to the Source of All that is.
Such co-creation heals.
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